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CREATE IMPACT, DEEPEN IMPACT

Services We Provide            

• Fundraising

• Strategic Planning

• Data Analytics

• Governance

• Leadership Development

• Corporate Partnership Strategy



Select Foundation Clients
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HOW DO HIGH-NET-WORTH DONORS

APPROACH DECISIONS?

WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROMTHE

EXAMPLES THEYSET?
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1,542 
Billionaires in the world

and

70,000 U.S. households with assets of $30 million or more

7
UBS Billionaires Insights Report 2017
The Givers, David Callahan 2017
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“Billionaires hold a significant part of the world’s wealth, 
which gives them not only economic power but also the 

emotional power to advance or to change the 

global processes that influences our lives.”

8
Ahmadoff Insights Report 2017 © LIPMAN HEARNE
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2018 Philanthropy 50, Chronicle of Philanthropy © LIPMAN HEARNE

$4,780 M

$2,019

$1,000 $850 $702 $680
$290 $285 $258 $250 $208 $202 $177 $165 $150

15 Households Gave $12B+ 
in 2017
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1. It makes rational sense

2. God’s will/my religion 

3. Enjoyment/social life

4. Giving feels right

5. It’s good business

6. Gratitude/it repays a debt

7. It’s a family tradition/how I was raised

7 Classic Motivators 

Source: The Seven Faces of Philanthropy, 1994 social science 
study conducted by Russ Alan Prince and Karen Maru File; 
Pertains to all people who give, not only major/lead donors
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Motivation  
INCREASES
as needs are  
met

Motivation  
DECREASES
as needs are  
met
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1. Reciprocity. People want to repay someone who has helped them.

2. Commitment and Consistency. Everyone has a self-image, and they  

gravitate to ideas that correspond with that image.

3. Social Proof. People do what they see others do—especially others they  

identify with.

4. Authority. People defer to experts and to those in positions of authority.

5. Liking. People look for ways to say “Yes” to those they like.

6. Scarcity. People value things if they perceive them to be scarce.
© LIPMAN HEARNE15

6 PRINCIPLES OF PERSUASION ACCORDING TO 

ROBERT CIALDINI
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A PRIMARY SOURCE:

THE GIVING PLEDGE
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megadonors.lipmanhearne.com
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© LIPMANHEARNE 17* 183 is 12% of 1,500 living billionaire households

“Join us and others in
pledging to give half or more
of your wealth to charity in
your lifetime.

“183
individuals or couples

155
written pledge  

statements analyzed
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game-changing advances * the more we give, the more fun we have * transformational * the more I do for others, the happier I am
* not looking for Band-Aids or incremental change * Think big * The largest health crisis of the next generation * striving to advance
the frontiers * enduring belief in the power of new ideas a catalyst for progress * we are truly on the cusp of life-changing
achievements * I will seek to raise the bar * a big part of what keeps me sane * education is the key to the survival of the human
race * Taking risks in order to innovate and learn * measurable outcomes * a risk I was willing to take * transformative gifts * we are
venture capitalists * interesting, diverse, and long-standing friends * bold strategic investments * great discoveries will happen *
nobody has a monopoly on good charitable ideas * real systemic change * long-term bets that others won’t make * high-impact
projects * build pathways for future creatives and entrepreneurs * unlock understanding * the adventure continues * sustainable
impacts still developing as philanthropists * a bigger sense of achievement than any business deal I have ever done * promise of
wonders yet to be discovered * a better way to approach this and similar problems * attempt to leverage other resources by our
example * we carefully monitor targeted results * satisfying and exciting * find the right fulcrum and the right place to put it *
nothing has ever made me prouder * freedom to innovate * social and economic development of the continent * have always
sought an independent, strategic edge where opportunity is greatest * ethical investment * jobs and prosperity * shareholder
activist * maintain America’s position as a world economic leader * high correlation between having meaningful work and
meaningful relationships to one’s health and happiness * affect human suffering on a grand scale * society will get the most bang-
for-the-buck * narrowed our focus * a new approach to business where people and planet are priorities * capacity building *
additional worthwhile areas that we will consider exploring * continuously experimented with out-of-the-box programming * Why *
let others have all the fun? * building a new medium that could empower individuals the prism of entrepreneurial businesses * all
the tools available to us * preserve the liberty that allows anyone among us to succeed * the most efficient and effective use of our
resources * promoting a healthy democracy, broad civic participation and public policy * we are in the ‘early innings’ the ultimate
achievement in life is how you feel about yourself * innovation and commerce are as powerful for driving technological
advancement as they are for creating social progress * I would like to be remembered * progress comes quickest when individual
leadership drives collective * markets, public systems and philanthropic initiatives all had a significant role to play * what a blessing
this was * opportunities for social progress are larger than ever before in history * issues that could bring humanity to its knees if we
don’t tackle them together now * immensely rewarding * we construct long term solutions, often through responsible collaboration19© LIPMAN HEARNE

70,800 
of their own words
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Mentions of tax 
advantages 1
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Mentions of 
fun, joy, 
pleasure, 
happiness, 
self-worth 49



Mentions of  
unique
learning  or 
other novel  
experience
91

© LIPMANHEARNE© LIPMANHEARNE22



MEGADONOR STORIES 

AND THE POWER 
TO INSPIRE

© LIPMAN HEARNE
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THE NEW 
MEGADONOR 
ARCHETYPES
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A hero template
A portrait of behavior, actions, 
and mindset (“why”)—not 
demographics (“who”).

Aspirational and visible
Individuals can exemplify or 
aspire to resemble archetypes 
they see.

Abstracted
Key characteristics are 
exaggerated and amplified.

AN ARCHETYPE IS:
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Every billionaire philanthropist is an outlier. But an outlier still 
wants to feel connected—to others, and to purpose. 

They achieve this the way we all do: through stories. 

And these stories—about the art, joy, and challenge of 
philanthropy—have power to inspire. 

LIPMAN HEARNE 27

THE NEW MEGADONOR ARCHETYPES



THE NEW MEGADONOR ARCHETYPES
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The Closer

The Enthusiast

The Strategist

The Explorer

The World-Builder

1

2

3

4

5

A Powerful, Daring Force for Good

A Connoisseur of Happiness and Meaning

A Knowledgeable, Hands-on Change Agent

An Engaged and Earnest Learner

An Entrepreneurial Global Citizen



Closer

Enthusiast

Explorer

Strategist

World-Builder
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Closer

Enthusiast

Explorer

Strategist

World-Builder
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Reminder: No one person
exemplifies any one 

archetype exactly



Begins with an end in mind.

Moving the needle on their chosen issue  
means everything.

Looks for catalysts. Will bear risk.

“To change the world, you need to find the  
right fulcrum and the right place to put  it.”

© LIPMAN HEARNE 31



Trusts: Their own skill and acumen;  
specialists; primary investigators

Wants to be recognized: As a strong,  
discerning partner

Avoids: Following the pack

Prefers: Doing what others won’t

Sees wealth as: Evidence of their acumen

© LIPMAN HEARNE 32
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A connoisseur of happiness.

To “do for others” is the pinnacle of self-
actualization—and a euphoric experience.

Seeks authentic human connections, can  
build lifelong friendships via philanthropy.

“The more I do for others, the happier I  
am.”

© LIPMAN HEARNE 34



Trusts: Instincts, staff they see as friends

Wants to be recognized: If it will inspire  
others

Avoids: Following a formula

Prefers: Being inspired anew by stories

Sees wealth as: Meaningful only when put  
to use

© LIPMAN HEARNE 35
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A hands-on change agent.

The means is as important as the end.

Looking to confirm a hypothesis about what  
will have the most impact.

“We focus on areas where philanthropic  
investments can lead to solutions that are  
self-sustaining in the long term.”

© LIPMAN HEARNE 37



Trusts: Peer insiders, practitioners

Wants to be recognized: As an insider, not  
“merely” a benefactor

Avoids: Short-term, quick-fix solutions

Prefers: Making systemic change, having a  
multiplier effect

Sees wealth as: Fuel for a substantive next  
chapter in their life

© LIPMAN HEARNE 38
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Enjoying a journey through a world that is new  
and/or ever-changing.

Comfortable pivoting—but low-key about  
publicity.

Wants evidence to inform decisions. Values new  
experiences and relationships.

“We are still new to this and are still forming  
our overall goals.”

© LIPMAN HEARNE 40



Trusts: Peers with comparable wealth and  
more experience

Wants to be recognized: In a low-key way  
(at first)

Avoids: Big bets and high-profile projects

Prefers: Incremental projects, pivoting

Sees wealth as: A responsibility and an  
opportunity

© LIPMAN HEARNE 41
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An architect of the human experience.

The bigger the challenge, the more  
exciting.

Uses every tool: NGOs, universities, LLCs,  
policy, elections, journalism, infrastructure,  
market offerings, tech.

“We may not be able to affect human  
suffering on a grand scale, but it will be fun  
trying.”

© LIPMAN HEARNE 43



Trusts: Their own creativity and lived  
experience of change

Wants to be recognized: In mainstream  
venues, in ways that shape conversations

Avoids: Slotting into someone else’s vision

Prefers: Masterminding an independent  
solution

Sees wealth as: A natural outgrowth of  
providing value to the world

© LIPMAN HEARNE 44
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THE NEW MEGADONOR ARCHETYPES
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The Closer

The Enthusiast

The Strategist

The Explorer

The World-Builder

1

2

3

4

5

A Powerful, Daring Force for Good

A Connoisseur of Happiness and Meaning

A Knowledgeable, Hands-on Change Agent

An Engaged and Earnest Learner

An Entrepreneurial Global Citizen
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PUTTING
INSIGHTS
TO USE

© LIPMANHEARNE
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“RETURN ON
INVESTMENT”

44

?!
LIPMANHEARNE
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Storytelling:
SHOW conditions ripe for impact  
REPRESENT diverse giving approaches  
DELIVER emotional & cognitive rewards

Conversations about fit and strategy:
Share the Field Guide with colleagues and volunteers

Your brand personality:
Think about the face you’re showing the world
Know which archetypes are a good fit for your organization

Impact:
Some prospects want objective analysis and data
Some prospects want to make eye contact with a person who was helped

Novel experiences:
Expand your toolkit of offerings  
Consider donor peer circles
Offer ways to reflect on experiences



WHAT ARE YOU 
SEEING?

© LIPMAN HEARNE
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The Closer

The Enthusiast

The Strategist

The Explorer

The World-Builder

1

2

3

4

5

A Powerful, Daring Force for Good

A Connoisseur of Happiness and Meaning

A Knowledgeable, Hands-on Change Agent

An Engaged and Earnest Learner

An Entrepreneurial Global Citizen
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